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AARDVARK is excited to announce its new partnership with HECS. Effective immediately,
AARDVARK will act as the sole domestic Law Enforcement and Military provider of the HECS
product line.
When asked about this new partnership, AARDVARK’s CEO Jon Becker stated “AARDVARK is
thrilled to be able to introduce such an innovative technology to our Law Enforcement and
Military clients. Often the success of a mission is determined by the smallest details. The ability
to remain undetected is critical for operator safety and we believe that HECS adds an edge that
will make a difference in these situations.”
Mike Slinkard, President of HECS stated, “We’re very excited about our partnership with
AARDVARK and expect this relationship to allow us to reach even more operators with our
paradigm changing technology. The ability to infil/exfil is critical to maintaining the element of
surprise. HECS’ Stealthscreen technology reduces human electromagnetic signature to help
ensure neither electromagnetic based detection systems nor local wildlife are disturbed or give
away the operator’s position.”
For more details about HECS, visit www.hecsllc.com
About AARDVARK: Founded in 1987, AARDVARK is a leading distributor and system
integrator specializing in the Protection of Tactical Operators from Local, State, Federal, and
Military Units. AARDVARK is headquartered in La Verne, CA.
About HECS: Founded in 2009, HECS LLC is a John Day, Oregon based company specializing
in patented technology designed to block the electromagnetic signature emitted from the human
body. The HECS technology advantage is well known and established in the hunting and
underwater/ aquatic markets where it is considered a “must have” technology by many. HECS
LLC currently has 2 fully owned subsidiaries: HECS Aquatic LLC and HECS Tactical LLC, and
will soon launch HECS Wildlife LLC which will cater to the animal enthusiasts, zoological and
research markets.
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